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chieftains less sustained by faith than that of the soldiers of the
crescent, who—
Risk a life with little loss,
Secure in Paradise to be,
By Houns loved immortally
[Byion, Siege of Corinth, xu ]
It is not, however, the death of the soldier 1 alone, which
entitles to canonization as a Dev He who dies at Broach,
Prubhas, Sidhpoor, or Aboo, attains to the heaven of Indraa
It is, however, the faithful only to whom these promises apply
The wicked slaughterer offish, it is said, daily beholds in vain the
sanctifying streams of the Nerbudda He who settles annual
grants upon priests carries with hun to Paradise his father and
mother, and the progenitors of both The giver of * bnde-
' gift' to Brahmins, obtains the ]oy of the Soors' dwelling for
1 The following ib extracted from an account given at the time by
a French party who humanely employed themselves in relieving wounded
Russian soldiers as they lay on the field of Inkermann —' A Pole,
' belonging to the Foreign Legion, who happened to be present, asked
' some questions of the poor men They informed him that their popes
' and their officers had assured them that the pagan enemies of the Holy
' Church of the Autocrat caused the Russian prisoners to be put to the
' most fnghtful torture, and that such of the children of the Czar as died
' in the sacred war would mount straight to Paradise, unless they were
' in a state of sin, and in which case they would be again born in their own
' country'
a ' The most renowned site of these Mongol sepulchres is in the
' province of Chan Si, by the famous Lama convent of the Five Towers,
' the ground is said to be so holy, that those who are interred there are
* sure to effect an excellent transmigration This marvellous sanctity
' is attributed to the presence of old Buddha, who has had his abode
' there, within the centre of a mountain, for some ages In 1842, Toko
' wra, of whom we have already spoken, transported thither the bones
' of his father and mother, and had, according to his own account, the
' happiness of viewing Buddha face to face, through a hole not larger
' than the mouth of a pipe He is seated in the heart of the mountain,
' cross legged, and doing nothing, surrounded by Lamas of all countries
' engaged in continual prostrations
' In the deserts of Tartary, Mongols are frequently met with carrying
' on their shoulders the bones of their kindred, and journeying in caravans
' to the Five Towers, there to purchase, almost at its weight in gold,
' a few feet of earth whereon to erect a mausoleum. Some of them
' undertake a journey of a whole year's duration, and of excessive hard
' ship, to reach this holy spot'—Hvdtt Travds

